NEW, AWESOME LIGHTS HANG IN NORTH SKIES

BARROW, Alaska, March 3 (AP)—A new and awesome display in the northern skies of colored lights which old-time Eskimos say they never before have seen has been occurring for the last several days.

Believed by some to be related to the aurora borealis [northern lights], familiar to this land which now seldom sees the sun, the lights are red, covering an area on the horizon of more than 90 degrees and rising to 50 to 60 degrees in height.

William Wartes, representative at Barrow, said they differ from normal northern lights in presenting a solid, nonwaving glow, giving the impression the whole landscape is afire. Northern lights usually flicker and fade, stabbing great fingers of light across the sky.

Red Signals Turn Green

STOCKHOLM, March 3 (Reuters)—The aurora borealis flared all over Sweden last night and many railroad signals showed green when they were set for red. Officials attributed the phenomena to cosmic radiation.